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Windows XP For Dummies, 2nd EditionFor Dummies, 2004
Covers the latest Windows XP updates including Service Pack 2
Fully revised to quickly answer your XP questions    

You asked for more coverage of Outlook Express, scanning and faxing, CD burning, and more in Windows XP For Dummies — and we delivered! This updated edition is packed with answers to your Windows XP questions, from...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Excel 2007 (Tech)Visual, 2006
Are you a visual learner? Do you prefer instructions that show you how to do something — and skip the long-winded explanations? If so, then this book is for you. Open it up and you'll find clear, step-by-step screen shots that show you how to tackle more than 150 Excel 2007 tasks. Each task-based spread includes easy, visual directions for...
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3ds Max Modeling: Bots, Mechs, and Droids (Wordware Game and Graphics Library)Jones and Bartlett Publishers, 2008

	3ds Max Modeling: Bots, Mechs, and Droids offers an unparalleled, project-based learning strategy for anyone who is interested in modeling with 3ds Max. From the very first pages, readers will discover how to use the Max toolset to create sophisticated models, including a spider bot, hunter-killer, battle mech, and android. Learn how to use...
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Fundamentals of ActionScript 3.0: Develop and DesignPeachpit Press, 2011

	Welcome to ActionScript. Over the next several chapters, you’ll be introduced to one of the most versatile programming languages to create web applications for the browser, desktop applications, and mobile apps for multiple platforms. For years the Flash Platform has provided people with the most powerful set of...
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Maran Illustrated Weight TrainingCourse Technology PTR, 2005
Produced by the award-winning maranGraphics Group, Maran’s Illustrated Guide to Weight Training is a valuable resource for all readers, regardless of age or fitness level. Clear, step-by-step instructions walk the reader through each exercise from beginning to end, while photographs and illustrations show you the targeted muscles for each...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Word 2010Visual, 2010

	Learn to use Microsoft Word 2010 the easy, visual way


	Word is the most popular application in the Microsoft Office suite, and Word 2010 has some exciting new features. If you learn best when you can see how something is done, you'll find the step-by-step instructions and full-color screen shots make it quick and easy to learn...
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Maran Illustrated Computers Guided TourCourse Technology PTR, 2005
Produced by the award-winning maranGraphics Group, "Maran Illustrated™ Computers – Guided Tour" is a valuable resource for all readers, regardless of experience. "Maran Illustrated™ Computers – Guided Tour" is packed with information useful to readers who are interested in purchasing their first computer...
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Great Web TypographyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
"I’m betting you’ll be as glad as I am to have this on your shelf!"
      –Nick Bradbury, creator of HomeSite and TopStyle
When it comes to great Web sites, looks really ARE everything…      

When you design a page for print, you control the size of the paper and the placement of the elements. But...
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Up and Running with AutoCAD 2011: 2D Drawing and ModelingAcademic Press, 2010

	Get "Up and Running" with AutoCAD using Gindis' combination of step-by-step instruction, examples, and insightful explanations. The emphasis from the beginning is on core concepts and practical application of AutoCAD in Architecture, Engineering and Design. Equally useful in instructor-led classroom training or self-study, the...
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Supercharged JavaScript Graphics: with HTML5 canvas, jQuery, and MoreO'Reilly, 2011

	
		With HTML5 and improved web browser support, JavaScript has become the tool of choice for creating high-performance web graphics. This faced-paced book shows you how to use JavaScript, jQuery, DHTML, and HTML5's Canvas element to create rich web applications for computers and mobile devices.

	
		By following real-world...
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Movies Made for Television: 1964-2004 (5 Volume Set)Scarecrow Press, 2005


	Movies Made for Television in 2004 celebrates 40 full television seasons. As I wrote in the introduction in 1980 to the

	original (single) volume that chronicled the genre, the range was as esthetically and technically wide at the time as it

	would remain through the years since as any theatrical offerings – within its restricted...
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Swift EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Get up and running lightning fast with this practical guide to building applications with Swift


	About This Book

	
		Rapidly learn how to program Apple's newest programming language, Swift, from the basics through to working applications
	
		Create graphical iOS applications using Xcode and...
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